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Abstract: Today 50% of the population lives in cities, while more than half of the energy consumption is 
spent on buildings. Even though these figures are well known, nothing changes. Needed is a paradigm 
shift able to address the multidisciplinary of the problem together with its multiscale aspects. Such 
paradigm lies within the Constructal law. In this work I will focus on applications of the Constructal 
law from the scale of the construction material to the scale of the urban district. I will demonstrate 
how the material can be designed in order to meet energy efficient requirements. Solutions for a better 
building envelope will be presented, together with the connection of different dwellings on the landscape in 
order to share the cooling/heating loads in an efficient fashion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

I view the city like a tapestry of multiscale flow systems with a finite amount of resources organized in 
a finite space. And flow systems are incredibly numerous in a city: flows of water, energy, power, flows of 
data and people. The city is an assembly of vascular systems distributed in a designed multiscale porous 
medium. Said in other words, in my view, the city is made of organisms superimposed and interconnected. 

We learnt from thermodynamics that less useful energy is spent on the largest components of a system. 
Yet, in the same time, more useful energy is needed to carry this very component as its size increases. The 
sum of the two is minimum when they are of the same order of magnitude. From this tradeoff emerges the 
optimal size of the component. Exactly the same happens for the piece of material that composes the 
building, and for the building that is part of the city. The material itself may not be the most efficient one, 
just like the building itself may not be the most efficient. Yet, each of them must be considered within the 
built environment that surrounds them. When examined as an integral part of the city, the material or the 
building is an efficient organ working for the metabolism of the living tissue: the city. 

For this reason, the design of a sustainable city calls for a shift in paradigm: working at one single scale 
is definitively not enough. The different scales must be considered together, in parallel.  In this paper, I will 
illustrate this view through examples at material scale, building scale and district scale. 

2. MATERIAL SCALE  

Here I document the case of bio-based materials. This particular class of materials, and especially 
hemp concrete, is known for its expected moisture buffering capacity. Being able to model non isothermal 
moisture transport while accounting for the dominant parameters is therefore extremely important [1–3]. 

The model I wrote is based on the laws of mass conservation and energy conservation. Mass 
conservation is applied to the different phases that constitute the material: solid, air, liquid water and vapour 
water. Because usually the ability of the material to absorb humidity is measured as a function of the 
capillary pressure (from the relative humidity), the law of mass conservation for moisture is expressed as 
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where w is the moisture content in (kg/m3) of material, pc is the capillary pressure (Pa), t is the time (s), δl 
and δv are the liquid and vapor water permeability respectively (s), ρ is the density (kg/m3), ψ is the relative 
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humidity, T is the temperature, ρv (T) is the vapor pressure, ρvsat (T) is the vapor saturation pressure, Mv and 
Ma are respectively the molar mass (kg/mol) of vapor and air, δa is the air permeability of the material (s), 
and p is the total pressure (Pa). 

The energy conservation reads 
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where the subscript i = 1 for air, i = 2 for vapor and i = 3 for liquid, ρs is the solid density (kg/m3), cs is the 
solid specific heat capacity (J/kg K), cp,i is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure of the different 
fluids (J/kg K), kmat is the apparent thermal conductivity of the porous material, Lv is the latent heat of 
vaporisation (J/kg), and Sl is the water source (or sink) term (kg/(m3s)), and V is the velocity vector (m/s). 
The source term Sl is obtained from the mass balance applied to liquid water only, combined to mass 
conservation for the solid ( / 0w t∂ ∂ = ) 
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The boundary conditions consist in the external (and internal) ambiance conditions, namely 
temperature and relative humidity, heat transfer and mass transfer coefficients. 

The objective is to design a porous construction material able to store moisture and release it later; this is 
the so-called moisture buffering capacity. In view of the Constructal law [4], the challenge consists in 
discovering the set of material characteristics that allows the highest moisture transfer performances. Those 
parameters are the material porosity, which will impact the capillary pressure, the absorption isotherm 
(∂w ⁄ ∂pc), the liquid permeability and the vapour permeability. Starting from the most classical construction 
material, concrete, we search for the material characteristics allowing to predict a moisture buffering capacity 
as high as possible. As an example, assume the material is wide enough to consider it as semi-infinite. The 
material is submitted to the following boundary conditions: Constant temperature T = 22.6°C, relative 
humidity: 1 day at RH = 50% (initial conditions), followed by 9 days at RH = 75%, and 9 days at RH = 33%. 

The system of equations together with the boundary and initial conditions are solved with a FEM 
package [5]. Plotted in Fig. 1 are the evolutions in time of the temperature and relative humidity at 50 mm 
from the surface. In addition to the imposed boundary conditions presented in the figures, we show the 
results obtained for the classical material (concrete), and for the designed material which transfer properties 
were improved. The temperature peak due to the phase change (water condensation) is noticed for the 2 
materials although in a much weaker extend for concrete. The concrete is insensitive to the changes in 
relative humidity on its surface, unlike the designed material. It takes the latter 9 days to absorb almost 
entirely the increase in moisture due the sudden change in RH after day 1. Then the material slowly releases 
moisture in time, a behaviour accentuated within the depth of the material. 
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Fig. 1 – Temperature and relative humidity at 50 mm from the material surface. 

3. BUILDING ENVELOPE SCALE  

Ventilated cavities can be used for reducing the solar heat gains passing through the roof assembly. When 
an open ended air gap is placed below the tiles in a house or a building, then a current is formed due to buoyancy 
forces and part of the heat is removed by natural convection [6–8]. I view here an opportunity to introduce a 
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fundamental approach to the problem of naturally ventilated roof. By considering both the radiation and the 
convection heat exchanges, the theoretical analysis will help to determine the optimal air strip geometry.  

The flow between two parallel vertical or quasi-vertical walls, with one wall receiving a constant heat 
flux q'' is driven by natural convection. This is also the case for a ventilated roof if we consider that the air 
slot is located between two walls inclined of an angle θ with the vertical. The two walls are made of panels 
of heights H, and width W. At first approximation we do not consider the walls thickness in the analysis that 
follows. The distance between the two walls is D (Fig. 2). We are looking for the optimal spacing D such 
that the ventilated air layer extracts as much heat as possible. The air outside the ventilated slot is at T∞. T∞ is 
also the temperature at which air enters the bottom of the roof. The upper wall receives q". Heat is then 
transferred by natural convection along the wall and by radiation. Because D W and D H, we consider 
that the radiation heat exchange is between the 2 walls of surface W×H separated by the distance D.  

 
Fig. 2 – Inclined air layer. 

We have 
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where ′ ′ q rad  is the radiation heat flux, σ is the Boltzmann constant, εH and εC are respectively the emissivity 
along the hot wall (upper plate of the channel) at the average temperature TH, and the cold wall at TH. 
According to [9] the ratio between the convection heat flux and the radiation heat flux in such a 
configuration is such that ′ ′ q conv  represents 1/2 of ′ ′ q .  

We invoke now scale analysis and write that, in an order of magnitude sense, the thermal boundary 
layer thickness along a wall of height H is 

δT ~ H Ra H *
−1 5 , (5)

Ra H * = gcosθβ ′ ′ q conv

ναk
H 4 , (6)

where Ra H * is the Rayleigh number β is the volumetric expansion coefficient, ν is the kinematic viscosity, α 
is the thermal diffusivity, k is the air thermal conductivity. When the spacing between the two walls is 
greater than 2δT, the air does not take advantage of the flow induced by natural convection, while a spacing 
between the two walls smaller than 2δT would not use entirely the boundary layers development. In accord 
with the method of the intersection of asymptotes [10] we consider now 2 extreme cases. In the large spacing 
D limit, boundary layers develop independently along the 2 walls. Note that without radiation the 
temperature of the downer wall would be quasi identical to the inlet temperature T∞. The average Nusselt 
number along the hot wall is given by Vliet and Liu’s correlation [11], and assuming that the convective heat 
transfer is quasi identical along the 2 walls, we obtain 

( )1/ 5
large ~ 1.5 Ra .HD Hq k W T T∗ ∞−  (7)
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If the spacing between the walls is small enough, the boundary layers merge to create a chimney effect. 
Assume that Texit is the air temperature at the exit of the slot. Because the external wall is heated, Texit > T∞ 
and the air density at Texit is lower than the air density at the channel inlet, ρ(T∞). We write that, 
Texit = T∞ + ΔT, with ΔT the temperature increase along the air slot of height H. At the exit of the slot, the 
pressure difference is ΔP = ρgβΔT H cosθ. Considering the friction losses along the walls and combining 
them with energy conservation, we have 
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ρ2gβcosθ
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The intersection of the 2 asymptotes represented by Eqs. (7) and (8) leads to the optimal spacing 
between walls D. 
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4. DISTRICT SCALE  

Ground Source Heat Pumps are part of the green buildings design strategies [12]. Typically, the building 
heat pump is coupled with an underground pipe network, which acts as a heat exchanger with the soil. At the 
scale of the district, connecting the building heat pumps to one single horizontal water loop is an interesting 
opportunity [13–16]. The heat exchanges through the loop can provide the base loads needs, while a 
conventional heating/cooling system in each connected building may supply the supplement peak demand.  

Data centers house hundreds of computer servers, storage servers, etc. The corresponding heating gains 
are such that the internal load is higher than the heat losses through the buildings envelop, and the data 
centers need cooling all year round. Here we propose a methodology to design the underground loop network 
connecting a data center to several buildings in winter conditions [12]. Quantitatively, we assume that the 
buildings are classical office buildings without any specific energy efficient system. The heating needs are 
evaluated at 200 kWh/(m2 year) with a total surface of 1 000 m2 per building. This makes each office 
building heating need at about 23kW. The data center is assumed to have a small size with a heat pump 
rejecting 50 kW. The temperature of the fluid at the exit of each heat pump is known. Unknown is the flow 
system configuration such that the overall performance of the system is increased. The underground heat 
exchanger is a horizontal loop connecting the data center to the buildings. To illustrate the methodology we 
conduct the analysis in the case of two buildings, yet it can be expanded easily to more buildings. We 
developed the basis of the analytical part in [17]. As shown in Fig. 3, the data center heat pump connected to 
the loop rejects heat at a fluid temperature TDa and with a mass flow rate mDa. The cold fluid comes from the 
two building heat pumps reject at respectively TB1 and TB2 with a mass flow rate B1m  and B2m . On an axis 
attached to the loop, x = 0 is the location where the hot fluid from the data center is injected to the loop, 
noted A in Fig. 3. The first building is connected at a distance on the loop x = L, while the second building is 
connected at x = 2L. The way the 2 buildings are connected to the horizontal loop relatively to the data center 
is a degree of freedom: in Case 1, the first building heat pump extracts heat at a temperature TB1, out at x = L, 
while the second building does the same at a temperature TB2,out at the distance x = 2L (Fig. 3a). In Case 2, 
the cold fluid is injected from the first building heat pump at TB1 and x = L. So does the second building heat 
pump at x = 2L and T = TB2 (Fig. 3b). In both cases LCD (= LFA) is a constant.  

A baseline mass flow rate 0m  circulates along the horizontal heat exchanger thanks to an auxiliary 
pump. According to the nomenclature in Fig. 3, we assume that the mass flow rate in the U-turn FA is 0m . 
The system of equations, based on the laws of mass and energy conservation, was solved in a non-
dimensional form based on data listed in [12]. Note that we chose realistic values, which make the soil 
temperature between the exit temperatures of the datacenter and the buildings heat pumps. 
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Fig. 3 – Two buildings heat pumps connected to a datacenter heat pump on the same loop [12]. 
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Fig. 4 – Non dimensional enthalpies q* as a function of the mass flow rate ratio rDa ⁄ rBi in: a) case 1; and b) case 2 [12]. 

Plotted in Fig. 4 are the non-dimensional enthalpies as a function of the ratio γDA γBi  (here γB1 = γB 2 ) 
for different values of the length ratio ( )* 4 2 FAL L L L= + . The two extreme cases correspond to * 0L ≈  with 
buildings infinitely close to the datacenter, and L* ≈ 0.25 when L >> LFA. In the first case, the enthalpy 
provided by the datacenter is entirely given to the buildings, while the second extreme case corresponds to 
the maximum heat exchanges with the soil. The effect of the configuration on the results can be seen by 
comparing Fig. 4a to Fig. 4b, the latter corresponding to Case 2. The only difference between the two cases 
is the way the office buildings are connected to the loop. The network cannot provide the needed enthalpy 
exchanges in Case 2 whatever the loop length and whatever the mass flow rate ratio γDA γBi  even though there is 
no ratio limitation in this case. 

5. CONCLUSION  

I believe that the solution to the design of sustainable living is to develop a holistic multi-scale and 
transdisciplinary approach to the city as a live flow system. Why multi-scale? We demonstrated in the past 
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that the sum of efficient elements – efficient in the sense of needing minimum power to operate – does not 
lead to the most efficient whole. The lesson taught by the examples developed in this paper is that each 
component must be envisaged hand-in-glove with its environment. From the constitutive material to the 
building envelope and the district/city scale, each object of study is like an organ working for the metabolism 
of the living body: the city. 
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